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Guggenheim and May [ 1 O] proved that under certain hypotheses, the kernel of 
the cohomology suspension map is generated by matric Massey products. In this 
paper, we study the dual statement over the rationals. 
Massey products are secondary cup products, and the Whitehead product is dual 
to the cup product in cohomology. It turns out that there is a notion of secondary 
Whitehead product which enables us to establish the result (dual to May’s theorem) 
up to a certain dimension (Corollary 2.2). 
These “derived Whitehead products” are in fact the homotopy operations defined 
by the differentials in Quillen’s spectral sequence [ 131. Allday [2] has determined 
dl, d* and d3. Since the spectral sequence is only implicitly sketched in [ 133 and 
[2], we devote Section 1 to a careful description, and extablish a collapse result. 
Section 2 di‘scusses the suspension homomorphism and proves a par,ial converse of 
the above collapse result. 
The appendix contains a conjecture on rational Whitehead products and homo- 
topy commutativity of loop spaces. 
I would like to acknowledge helpful conversat;ons with Professor I. Berstein (who 
suggested working over the rationals); and to thank Professor K. Brown for his 
encouragement. 
A space will mean a based connected simply connected topological space of the 
(based) homotopy type of a CW complex of finite type. 
I. Quillen’s spectral sequence 
In this section homology will always be taken with rational coefficients, Q. 
Recall that Adams [l] has given a functorial method of associating to the singu- 
lar homology coalgebra C,(X) of a simply connected space X, a differential graded 
Hopf algebra (7 C*(X), d), with the property that H(7C,(X), d) and H,(5LX) are 
isomorphic as groups. Drachman [7] subsequently showed that it is actually an iso- 
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morphism of Hopf algebras. Let PN’,(Xj denote the submodule of primitive ele- 
ments of the Hopf algebra SC,(X) and Ial denote the degree of an element 
a E ‘W,(X). It is not hard to see that if a, b E P7C,(X’), then so is their graded 
commutator a l b - (-1) ial lblb *a. By naturality, the differential respects primitiv- 
ity. It follows that P%‘,(X) is a differential graded Lie algebra with graded commu- 
tator as Lie bracket. 
1 .I. Definition. Let (L, dL) be a differential graded Lie algebra with L, = 0. 
(a) We denote by ZJ!, the DG Lie algebra with (ZL)n = Ln_1, and define XL # L 
by (ZL # L),, = (ZL),, @L, as vector spaces (over Q). If i: L -+ ZL + EL # L and 
j: L + ZL #L denote the canonical injections, we define a Lie bracket on XL #L 
by requiring that for all a, b EL, 
(i) [ia,i b] = 0, 
(ii) [ia, j b] = j[a,blL, 
(iii) pa, jb] = j[a, b],. 
A differential d#: EL #L + CL #L is defined by 
(i) d#(ia) = ja - i d L a, 
(ii) d#(ja) = jdLa. 
(b) If U denotes the universal enveloping functor, U(EL #L) becomes aright 
U(L) module via j: L + XL #L. Then e (L) is defined to be the coalgebra 
U(ZL #L)BU(L) Q, and the differential on e (L) is obtained by requiring that the 
natural surjection : U(ZL #L) + e(L) be a DG coalgebra morphism. 
(c) The Quillen spectral sequence with terms QEr, is obtained by filtering 
e(PFCJX)) by the primitive filtration. (See [ 11, definition 5.101 for details of 
the filtration.) 
I .2. Theorem (Quillen [ 13, Remark 6.91). QE1 = s@,(X) @Q). 
Proof. Let L = P%,(X). Since [ia, i b] = 0 for all a, b EL, we obtain a map 
S(ZL) + U(CL #L), and Quillen [ 13, p. 2911 shows that the composite 
S(CL) + (/(XL #L) 1: e(L) 
is an isomorphism of coalgebras. 
Since the symmetric algebra functor commutes with homology [ 13, Appendix 
2.11, it suffices to compute H*(L). Recall that the Whitehead product endows the 
homotopy groups of a space with the structure of a graded Lie algebra, and that 
Samelson has shown [ 141 that the natural isomorphism nr+l (X) + n,(alX) respects 
the Lie algebra structures (in the latter group the graded commutator product deriv- 
ing from loop multiplication is used as Lie bracket). Furthermore, since m is an H 
space, it follows from Cartan--Serre [6] that the Hurewicz map: h: n,(M) @ Q -+ 
PHJs2X) is an isomorphism onto. Consequently, the composite 
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is an isornorphism of Lie algebras. Also, H(7C,(X)) s H$X) as Hopf algebras, so 
we have PH(YC,(X)) s PH.JSIX) as Liz algebras. Now the natural map 
H(PKJX)) -+ PH(yC,(X)) is an isomorphism of Lie algebras [ 15, p. 130, 
Theorem 3.11 (recall that Q coefficients are understood). It follows that CH(L) = 
ZH(P’;rC,(X)) s n,(X) @ Q as Lie algebras are required. Q.E.D. 
From [ 13, Theorem 7.5, p. 2931, we see that H,e (P%,(X)) 2 H*(X) and 
hence we have a spectral sequence of coalgebras with 
QE’ = S&(X) B Q) * H,(Xj . 
Since the construction is functorial, the edge map 
n,W@Q =;,tl_1 +E;t,_l “Ht,tXb Q 
is just the rational Hurewicz homomorphism. 
For the convenience of the reader and for future reference, we record Al 
calculation of d1 .
1.3. Theorem. (i) 12, Theorem 2.11 Let ai E rtIi(X) a Q, i = I, 2. Therz itz Q 
spectral sequence, 
dl(al a2) = (-1)“’ [aI, az] . 
lday’s 
rillen S 
(ii) [2, Theorem 2.41 Suppose that ai E ntIi(X) @Q (i = 1,2,3) and that 
[ai, aj] = 0, i #j. If Cri E CL represents ai and gij E ZL represents [Cui, aj] for i # j, 
then (~1, t.12, CI~ ; tij’ defirled by 
is a cycle in ZL (by the Jacobi identity) and d2(ala2a3) is well-defirled and is a 
coset Of ~~~~, “2, 0!3; Eij))a 
We will call the homotopy operations occurring in Allday’s result derived 
Whitehead products. There is an analogous description of d3 due to Allday. 
Recall that for a (simply connected) space X we can localize X at the prime zero. 
ye call the resul_ting space the rationalization, XC,), of X. XtO, has the property that 
H*(X,), 2) 2 H*(X, Q> and n,&$ - * IT*(X)& Q in a natural universal way. See 
[ 17, Chapter II] for details. We remar k that a rationalization will again have the 
homotopy type of a simply connected CW complex. 
1.4. Theorem. If X(,) is arl H-space with lulit, theu the spectral scq2wircc cwllapses, 
Proof. As before, n,(X) @Q 2 PH*(X’@ Q. Let LEo denote the Lie filtration [ 11, 
definition 5.12] . Then 
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E* = S(rr,(X) 8 Q) = S(PH*(X) @Q) 
- @ LEO U P(H,(X, Q)) by the PBW theorem [ 11,5.15] 
= @ bg U PH(X,Q) [ll,Theorem 5.171 
= @E” H(X,Q) [ 11, Appendix] 
which is what we required. Q.E.D. 
We conjecture that if cocat Xto> < k (for example if r*(X) @ Q is non-zero for 
* = ‘zl, 1z2, #.., nk+l only) then dy = 0 for Y 2 k+l. 
It seems that one ought to be able to rederive Quillen’s spectral sequence using 
Suflivan’s theory of minimal models [9]. We hope to pursue this approach in a later 
paper. 
2. The rationalized Freudenthal suspension homomoqbi;nl 
We define the (reduced) suspension, SX, of X to be S* A X; the induced homo- 
morphism S,, : n,(X) + ~r,~+~(sx) is called the Freudenthal suspension homomor- 
phism. 
2.1. Lemma. Let h, 63 1~. *nn(x) 8 Q + Hn(X) @ Q be the rationalized Hurewicz 
homomorphism. Then h, 8 1 e is injective if and on@ if S,, @ 1 Q is injective. 
Proof. It is trivial that if 4 = 4 *: X -+ QSX is the adjoint of lsx, then S,, factors as 
n,,(X) - fl I?+1 W 
Also. we have the diagram 
2nd StSX is an H-space. Thus by Cartan-Serre, h’ 8 1 is injective. The result will 
follow if 4, @ 1 is injective. We will show that 4, is injective. To see this, recall that 
for u > 1, the suspension isomorphism SY : H,,+l (SY, 2) + H,z( Y, 2) is natural and 
thus if p*: SfiX -+ X is the evaluation map, the result follows from the commuta- 
t ive diagram 
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. 
2.2. Corollary. Suppose that ni(X) %J Q = 0 unless n < i < 4n-3, and all derived 
Whitehead products vanish. Then for all r, Sr 69 le : nr (X) QD Q -+ T,..+~ (SX) B Q is 
injective (or equivalently, every k-invariant of X has finite order). 
Proof. Since ni(X) @ Q= 0 unless n < i < 4n-3, the only possible nonzero differen- 
tials are dl, d*, d3, which we have labelled as “derived Whitehead products”. In 
particular the differentials occuring in the definition of the edge homomorphism 
will be zero and hence h 8 1Q: nJX’) B Q + M,(X) QP Q will be injective. By Lemma 1, 
so is Sr QP 1Q for each r. In [43 it is shown that h QD le is injective for each r if and 
only if each k-invariant has finite order. Q.E.D. 
2.3. Remark. By [4, Theorem 4.51, Corollary 2.2 enables us to establish the con- 
verse of Theorem 1.4 up to dimension 412 - 3. We omit the details. 
2.4. Corollary (Dyer [S]). Suppose ni(X) @ Q = 0 unless 2 G YZ < i G 3(12--l ). Therz 
all Whitehead products vanish in n&X’) @ Q e all k invarian ts have finite order. 
Proof. This is immediate from Corollary 2.2 and 1.3(i), since the first derived 
Whitehead product occurs in dimension 3~2 - 2. 
The following is a slight generalization of Corollary 2.2. 
2.5. TheoremLet Y be any (simply connected) space. If all derived Whitehead 
products vanish in n*(X) @ Q and ni (x) @ Q = 0 unless 11 < i < 4r1--3, therz the SUS- 
pension homomorphism 
s : K X(,)1 -+ w =(,)I 
is injcc tive. 
(7 
Proof. AS before, S is (up to isomorphism) induced by the natural map Xc,) + aSX(,). 
It follows that all k-invariants of Xc,) are trivial and hence as above that X,,) is 
homotopic to an H-space W. As is well known, W -+ 5WV will be injective and 
hence so is q : XC,) + RSX(,,. Q.E.D. 
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Appendix 
We take this opportunity to air a conjectirrre in rational homotopy theory. 
It is shown in 13, Proposition 5.4, p. 181, that for any space Y, aY is homotopy 
abelian iff all generalized Whitehead products are zero. Example 4.3, p. 84 in [ 121 
shows that there are spaces in which all (spherical) Whitehead products are zero and 
yet there are non-zero generalized Whitehead products. The following result implies 
that this cannot happen if the spaces have been rationalized. 
A rational space is a rationalization (see [ 171) of a simply connected CW complex 
of finite integral homology type. 
Theorem 5. Let Y be a ratiorlal space. Then S2Y is homotopy abelian iff all Whitehead 
products vanish. 
Proof. * is well known, and does not require the rational hypothesis. 
* : By [ 18, The0re.m 71 XOY has the homotopy type a wedge of rational spheres. 
It follows from the proof of Theorem 1.12 of [ 161 that QY will be commutative if 
all Whitehead products defined usin: rational spheres vanish, for we can assume that 
Y has the homotopy type of a countable CW complex. Now if St denotes a rational 
sphere, then [Sn, yl z [Sn, YJ z [S,“, Y] since Y is rational, see [ 17, Ch. 21. 
Since rationalization isnatural, it follows that the appropriate “rational” 
Whitehead products vanish since Whitehead products vanish in Y. Thus aY is 
abelian. Q.E.D. 
Recall that Berstein and Ganea [S] have defined a notion of nilpotency such that 
nil SZY = 1 iff fiY is abelian; and the length of the longest non-zero Whitehead 
product in Y, WP(Y) is at most nil fly. We therefore conjecture 
“If Y is rational, then WP(Y) = k > 2 * nil QY = k.” 
We remark that the dual result is true. See [ 191. 
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